Mitochondrial biogenesis and mitochondrial activity during the progression of the cell cycle of human leukemic cells.
Mitochondrial (mt) biogenesis and mt function were investigated during the cell cycle of leukemic cells. The study shows that the activity of enzymes involved in oxidative phosphorylation increases in the early G1 phase. This increase in activity precedes that of other mt enzymes such as citrate synthase and adenylate kinase. Therefore, the synthesis of mt enzymes, needed for the reduplication of the mt mass in the course of the cell cycle, occurs in a sequential order. The enzymes of the system for oxidative phosphorylation are composed of several subunits. Some of these subunits are encoded on mtDNA and synthesized by mt-specific RNA and protein synthesis. This explains why inhibition of mt protein synthesis during the progression of the cell cycle of G1-enriched cells results in an increasing shortage of ATP. This lack of ATP results first in progression delay and, subsequently, in a cell cycle block in early G1. Furthermore, shortage of ATP impairs the increase in activity of at least one mt matrix enzyme. This study offers new information about a number of aspects of mt biogenesis and mt function during cell cycle progression and elucidates the cytostatic mechanism resulting from prolonged inhibition of mt protein synthesis.